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Waffle have transformed from being just pancakes to present themselves in more creative and
appealing way. Making waffles at home is a way of showing care and treating them in special
way. Waffle recipe provides in-built comfort for our favorite toppings and golden butter by holding
them in its pockets.Waffles have also stopped appearing in just breakfast plates; they are
wonder treats to be enjoyed at dinner, lunch, & brunch time or even as evening snacks. Waffle
iron cooking is the secret weapon for any expert chef as it becomes child’s play to mesmerize
anyone with waffle iron made waffle delights.Be ready to experiment and enjoy the pioneer
collection of 25 vivacious waffle recipes in this waffle cookbook. The pioneer collection includes
world of fruits, health conscious toppings and wholesome grains in every waffle delights. Each
recipe will boost you with pleasure of doing something nerdy, funny and out of the box to yield a
beautiful end result.Even if you haven’t got a chance to use waffle iron in a while; this paradise
waffle cookbook will make you impatient after reading it to take out your waffle iron from the
shelves and start the amazing waffle journey. Waffle iron cooking lets you enjoy versatile culinary
experience and provides space to innovate and amaze!!

About the AuthorHello! I'm Caren and I adore cooking! My culinary career as a creative and
epicurious girl creating recipes from my wild imagination has started in my childhood). Nobody
would have thought that a young girl who once enjoyed red berries picked from her neighbor’s
yard with fish sauce and chili would have grown into a fine culinary art with the accent on healthy
food making. Now, voila - enjoy my masterpieces of culinary art)! --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.
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The Secret Waffle AffairExperience Culinary Paradise with Waffle RecipesBobby
FlattIntroductionEvery other day is witnessing a birth of mouth-mumbling waffle recipe to delight
both our mind & soul. Heavenly fresh and aromatic waffles have always remained the preferred
choice for the breakfast. Waffles are perfect treat to begin your morning; however, waffle freaks
have expanded the consumption to include them into everyday dinner, lunch, and brunch as well
as evening snack.Who can resist immensely crunchier and fluffy waffles? Waffle innovations
have given birth to eye poppy waffle desserts and hundreds of waffle cuisines to suit at lunch
and dinner table. Its beautiful molds or squares send out open invitation to be filled with lusty
toppings and syrups on them to produce lovely flavors of waffles.They can be enjoyed with
home fruits like berries and apples on top along with variety of syrups, spreads and toppings.
That way it produces perfect combination of essential supplements.Get ready to unveil savory,
sweet and buttery valley of waffle recipes in this special collection. Some of the marvelous waffle
recipe collection includes Tangy Belgian waffles with Coconut Flour Freak Waffles, Savory Sexy
Waffles with Ham and Brussels Sprouts, Pomegranate Waffles with Oatmeal Goodness,
Roasted Peach Magic with Yeasted Waffles, Aromatic Cinnamon, Waffle Charisma with
Caramelized Banana, Masa Magical Waffles with Hatch Chile, Praline Waffle Prank and so
on.Delicately crispy, light and golden waffles open up doors to enjoy culinary versatility. Get rid
of your boring morning waffle routine and give it an ultimate innovative spin to produce world of
waffle recipes!!TABLE OF CONTENTSINTRODUCTIONPROSCIUTTO PERKY WAFFLES
WITH CHEDDAR AND APPLESCOCONUT FLOUR FREAK WAFFLESWEEKDAY VIVACIOUS
WAFFLES WITH BLUEBERRY BUTTERSAVORY SEXY WAFFLES WITH HAM AND
BRUSSELS SPROUTSPOMEGRANATE WAFFLES WITH OATMEAL GOODNESSCHICKY
CHICKEN WAFFLESCHOCOLATE LUSTY LIEGE WAFFLESSWEET POTATO WONDER
WAFFLESROASTED PEACH MAGIC WITH YEASTED WAFFLESBACON BEAST WAFFLES
WITH GRILLED CHEESESPICE & PUMPKIN WAFFLESPEANUT BUTTER BROWN
WAFFLESFRANKENSTEIN'S FASCINATING WAFFLESBLUEBERRY & BEAN WAFFLES
BLASTTANGY BELGIAN WAFFLES WITH AROMATIC CINNAMONCORNBREAD GLUTEN-
FREE WAFFLE CARNIVALWAFFLE CHARISMA WITH CARAMELIZED BANANAFRITTER
WAFFLE WITH A-1 APPLEALMOND FLOUR FIESTA WAFFLES WITH SWEET POTATO AND
COCONUTBUTTERMILK WAFFLE WOWMASA MAGICAL WAFFLES WITH HATCH
CHILEPRALINE WAFFLE PRANKSOURDOUGH HAZELNUT WAFFLES WITH NUTRITIOUS
SPINACHWHOLE WHEAT WHOLESOME WAFFLESSTOUT SPICES WAFFLESProsciutto
Perky Waffles with Cheddar and ApplesProsciutto Perky Waffles celebrates quick way of waffle
making by folding in wet and dry fun ingredients. The prosciutto leads to lovely mold by smoothly
incorporating itself with the batter.Image Credit: Flickr user Vallalai, <>Prep Time:
15-20 min.Serving Size: 5-6 wafflesINGREDIENTS:Flour (all-purpose) - 1
cupBaking powder - 1 tsp.Sugar - 1 tbs.Baking soda - 1/2 tsp.Buttermilk - 1 cupProsciutto - 4-5
slicesSalt - 1/2 tsp.Unsalted melted butter - 3 tbs.Apple – 1 piece, dicedEgg - 1 pieceCheddar,
grated - 1/3 cupVegetable oil as requiredDIRECTIONS:Get hold of a large bowl; fill it by mixing



in sugar, baking powder, flour, salt and baking soda. Then make smooth mixture by mixing all of
them real nice.Now get hold of another large bowl; fill it by mixing in butter, buttermilk and eggs.
Then make smooth mixture by stirring all of them real nice.Then after, take both mixtures and
mix with each other in gradual manner so that content from both bowls get mixed up nicely.
Lastly mix in cheddar and apple.It’s time to take out your waffle iron; start brushing it with oil
(vegetable). Start adding just prepared batter into its molds. On top of each mold add prosciutto
slice (folded) and then close it.Carefully allow waffles to get ready as per instructions given by
manufacturer. Let your waffle turn lightly browned and fully cooked. Cook your waffle till all batter
disappears.Place prepared waffles on serving plate along with apples slices on its side. Enjoy
the mumbling waffles!!Coconut Flour Freak WafflesCoconut Waffles offer delicious and healthy
way out to start your morning routine. You can also pleasurably have it at lunch or dinner.Prep
Time: 15-20 min.Serving Size: 6 wafflesINGREDIENTS:To make
batter:Coconut flour - 1 cupCeltic sea salt - 1/2 tsp.Eggs – 8 large piecesWhole milk - 1
cupWhole yogurt - 1/2 cupBaking soda - 1 tsp.Butter, melted - 6 tbs.Vanilla extract - 1 tbs.Honey
- 1/4 cupTo make toppings:Heavy cream - 1 cup, whippedStrawberries - 1 pint, slicedMaple
syrup - 1/2 cupDIRECTIONS:Get hold of a large bowl; fill it by mixing in all ingredients of batter.
Then make smooth mixture by mixing all of them real nice.It’s time to take out your waffle iron;
start brushing it with oil (vegetable). Start adding just prepared batter into its molds; then close
it.Carefully allow waffles to get ready as per instructions given by manufacturer. Let your waffle
turn lightly browned and fully cooked. Cook your waffle till all batter disappears. Take cooked
waffles out and allow 5-6 minutes for them to cool down.Place prepared waffles on serving plate.
Pour whipped cream, berries and maple syrup on top of them. Enjoy the mumbling waffles!!
Weekday Vivacious Waffles with Blueberry ButterVivacious Waffles is a wonder seed-packed
hearty recipe that brings real treat on dining table every weekend. Store them in refrigerator to
use on multiple occasions!!Image Credit: Flickr user GoodiesFirst, <>Prep Time:
15-20 min.Serving Size: 9-10 wafflesINGREDIENTS:Flour, whole-wheat - 3
cupsSalt - 1 tsp.Baking powder, aluminum free - 4 tsp.Sugar - ¼ cupWarm buttermilk - 3
cupsButter, melted - 2/3 cupOrange juice - 2 tbs.Eggs - 2 large piecesMixed seeds - ½
cupVanilla extract - 1 tsp.For blueberry butter:Frozen blueberries - ½ cupMaple syrup - 3
tbs.Unsalted butter - 1 cupDIRECTIONS:At first, take out your waffle iron and start brushing it
with oil (vegetable); then initiate the heating process.Get hold of a large bowl; fill it by mixing in
flour, sugar, salt and baking powder. Then make smooth mixture by mixing all of them real
nice.Now get hold of another large bowl; fill it by mixing in buttermilk, butter, eggs, vanilla and
orange juice (optional). Then make smooth mixture by mixing all of them real nice.
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SusanP, “Not too bad. A few good recipes and some a little more daring that aren't up my alley”

Aminuts, “I Wish I Knew the Secret Sooner. I can now make really good waffles!”

Michael Anne, “helpful. helpful!”

fox, “Would recommend it. Loved it”

The book by Caren Warren has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 11 people have provided feedback.
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